The Lord Ascends to Heaven—Project Instructions

Read:
Matthew 28:1-8,16-20;

Materials:
Project templates (next page)
2 sheets card stock or cover stock
cord or ribbon, about 18 inches long
brown and green construction paper
gold glitter
glue
hole punch

Instructions:
1. Color the sky.
2. Glue the green hill in place.
3. Cut out sepulcher and stone. This should be done ahead of time for the younger children. Glue sepulcher in place, then glue the stone where the X is.
4. Glue the cloud so that is bows out at the middle (it should do this if you glue outside edges of cloud in line with outside edges of paper where indicated). Hold in place with clothespins until glue dries.
5. Glue glitter onto the cloud—mostly on the edges and just a little in the middle will look best.
6. Color the Lord figure. The robes look nice if they are a pale yellow, as they appear to shine. Cut out carefully. (Again, the cutting should be done ahead of time for the younger participants). Now add glitter to the girdle.
7. Thread one end of the cord (about 18 inches long) through the bottom hole and tape the Lord figure on the back to the middle of the length. Then thread the cord under the cloud and through the top hole and put a tag on the end.
8. Add flowers, grass and stones on the hill and rock. Add a sun if you like.
9. Now pull the cord from the top and the Lord is carried up into Heaven!